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Introduction: Purpose of this Plan 

Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS) is committed to providing a safe and healthful learning and work 
environment for all of our students and staff.  We recognize the importance of protecting our students and 
staff from potential lead exposure and are confident the procedures established in this Plan will 
accomplish this goal.   This Plan is designed to minimize the exposure of students and staff to lead in 
drinking water throughout the MPS system and is a continuation of the efforts that MPS has made since 
the early 1990s.  This Plan was developed in compliance with Minnesota Statutes section 121A.335 and 
the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) and the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) 
document “Reducing Lead in Drinking Water a Technical Guidance and Model Plan for Minnesota’s 
Public Schools” dated April 2018.  MPS Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) manages the 
implementation of this Plan.  This Plan is reviewed annually by the EH&S Manager and updated as 
required.   

Regulations 

Lead in School Drinking Water Minnesota Statute: 
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/121A.335

MDH & MDE Technical Guidance dated Revised March 2019: 
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/docs/pbschoolguide.pdf

Other Resources: 

MDH Drinking Water in Schools for Educators and School Professionals 
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/schools.htm

MDH Education and Communication Toolkit: Reducing Lead in Drinking Water 
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/docs/toolkit.pdf

EPA 3Ts for Reducing Lead in Drinking Water in Schools 
https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/3ts-
reducing-lead-drinking-water-toolkit 

https://revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=121A.335
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/schools/pbschoolguide.pdf
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/schools/
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/schools/toolkit.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/toolkit_leadschools_guide_3ts_leadschools.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/toolkit_leadschools_guide_3ts_leadschools.pdf
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/121A.335
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/schools.htm
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/schools.htm
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/docs/toolkit.pdf
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Step 1 – Sampling Program Development: 

Fixture Inventory 

EH&S, in conjunction with the MPS Plumbing Shop, has identified water sources used 
for consumption (drinking water and food preparation) at each of the MPS facilities.   

 This includes drinking water fixtures, fountains and bubblers, kitchen sinks, staff
lounge sinks or any other tap that is used for human consumption.

 It includes only cold water taps.  Hot water taps are not to be used for
consumption

 Drinking water taps do not include bathroom taps, hand washing sinks, hose
bibs, laboratory faucets/sinks or custodial and mechanical area faucets and
sinks.

The MPS Plumbing Shop has evaluated drinking fountains to ensure they do not have 
lead lined tanks as defined by EPA Lead Contamination and Control Act.  Drinking 
fountains of this type were previously removed and replaced throughout MPS.  

Sampling Schedule: 

MPS will test water sources used for consumption (drinking water and food preparation) 
at a minimum of once every five years (MN Statute 121A.335.subd 3.)  The MPS Lead 
in Water Testing Schedule is maintained as Appendix A of this Plan 

 MPS will perform follow up sampling of individual fixtures where corrective action
has been implemented (i.e. fixture or piping replacement).

 MPS will conduct testing following domestic water renovation projects.

 MPS will conduct water sampling in new schools or new additions to existing
schools during the first month of occupancy.

 MPS will conduct water sampling in a random and targeted manner to confirm
the effectiveness of lead in water flushing procedures.

 MPS will facilitate testing in conjunction with the Design & Construction process
(where and when applicable) to pinpoint where in domestic water systems lead
components exist so that their replacement can be included in the planned future
renovations.
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Sampling Logistics & Water Analysis: 

MPS EH&S staff conduct water sample collection districtwide.  All water samples are 
submitted to an MDH/EPA accredited laboratory.  MPS does not have plans to utilize 
field analyzers for sample analysis.  MPS will contract with licensed industrial hygiene 
consultants or engineering firms to aid in sample collection when needed.   

MPS has determined that using an independent accredited lab is best for the following 
reasons: 

 Laboratories use Chain-of-Custody to ensure integrity of sample analysis
process;

 Analysis is done by a third-party and provides more independent review and
transparency;

 Accredited labs use EPA approved methods and have met industry standards for
analysis; and

 Lab technicians are certified and trained to conduct the test.

A listing of accredited laboratories may be found at: 

 https://eldo.web.health.state.mn.us/public/accreditedlabs/labsearch.seam

 At present, MPS uses the Twin City Water Clinic for lead in water testing

Step 2 – Conduct First Draw Tap Monitoring 

According to the established schedule (Appendix A), water from taps used for drinking 
and food preparation are tested for lead using “first draw” samples.  First draw means 
that the samples are collected before the fixture is used or flushed for the day.  First 
draw testing represents the worst case scenario for lead in water.   

 The day before sampling – normal usage of the sampling tap occurs.

 Taps to be sampled must sit stagnant for a minimum of six hours but not more
than 18 hours.  As such, sampling on Mondays, during school breaks or the day
after school breaks will not be performed.

 Use only cold water for collecting lead in water samples.

 Aerators or other tap attachments are not to be removed.

 First draw samples are collected in 250 milliliter plastic bottles.

 Sampling will occur starting at taps closest to where the water enters the building
so that no unintentional flushing occurs

 The sampling will be recorded on the chain-of custody and sampling form
provided by the accredited laboratory.

https://eldo.web.health.state.mn.us/public/accreditedlabs/labsearch.seam
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Step 3 – Communicate Results 

MPS maintains current lead in water testing information for each school on the MPS 
webpage. http://facilities.mpls.k12.mn.us/lead_in_water_reports 

This web page provides the most current lead in water laboratory report for each school, 
a letter to the school principal explaining the results and any corrective actions.  School 
Principals are assigned to share the information directly with their school communities.  
A copy of this Plan is also available on the website. 

At the start of each school year, MPS notifies parents and staff of the Lead in Water 
Safety Plan and informs them that sampling reports and corrective actions for each 
school are available for review on the MPS webpage or by requesting the information 
from EH&S.  EH&S staff are also available upon request to attend staff or parent 
meetings to provide information and answer questions.  The Lead in Water Safety Plan 
annual notice is maintained as Appendix B of this Plan. 

Step 4 – Interpretation of Sample Results 

Lead in water results are expressed in parts per billion (ppb).  The EPA and MDH Action 
Level for lead in water is 20 ppb as measured on a first draw sampling basis.  Lead 
hazard reduction options are implemented at any school facility or at targeted tap 
locations where lead in water levels are at or above 20 ppb.  In some schools, the lead 
hazard reduction options are implemented throughout the facility and in other schools 
reduction options are implemented at targeted taps. In addition, in an effort to reduce 
lead exposure at all detected levels, MPS recommends running the water until cool 
before drinking or using.  This philosophy is supported by the MDH, EPA and the City of 
Minneapolis Water Department.   

Step 5 – Lead Hazard Reduction Options 

Option 1 - Removal of Lead Sources 

Over the past 20 years, most water conveyances and fixtures used for consumption 
have been replaced or components replaced to reduce lead.  Following lead in water 
testing at a school, results are evaluated to determine the best lead hazard reduction 
option. The removal of lead sources is the first option considered and is implemented 
where and when feasible.   

 The District Plumbing Shop performs routine maintenance on drinking water
systems.  Faucet aerators are routinely cleaned where applicable and filters are
changed on an as needed-basis.

 Taps identified above 10 ppb are evaluated by the District Plumbing Shop to
determine if the possible source of lead is at the fixture.  If the source of lead is
determined to be at the fixture, the fixture is either removed from service, the
fixture is replaced or fixture components are replaced.

http://facilities.mpls.k12.mn.us/lead_in_water_reports
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 To minimize the introduction of lead into the drinking water systems, MPS
ensures that plumbing materials and fixtures used are certified lead free.

 As part of the District Long Term Facilities Maintenance (LTFM) program,  MPS
evaluates plumbing systems as part of the facility condition assessment process
or in in the project planning phase to determine the need for system upgrades to
address lead levels.  Targeted sampling is performed to pinpoint where lead
materials or components are located and can be included in a future capital
project.

 MPS has included a filtered bottle filler/fountain to the standard in new
construction and renovation projects.  MPS is in the process of adding a
minimum of one filtered bottle filler/fountain at each school facility.

Option 2 – Implement Flushing Program 

Flushing is a best management practice used to eliminate lead in water by controlling 
the amount of time water is allowed to be unused.  The longer water is stagnant in a 
system the greater the likelihood lead in water levels will elevate.  The flushing 
procedure works by removing water that has been in the system overnight prior to 
consumption.  The MPS flushing procedure is considered an interim control to be 
implemented until drinking water systems can be replaced and testing has confirmed 
the potential for elevated lead in water levels has been eliminated.  The sites where 
daily flushing procedures are implemented are identified in Appendix A.  

Senior Custodians are trained on flushing procedures specific to their buildings and 
daily flushing logs are maintained.  Senior Custodians are responsible to train their 
custodial staff to implement flushing procedures in their area of the school.  In the event 
of a staff absence, other custodian(s) will implement flushing for absent employee’s 
area.  Custodial Rovers are also trained on flushing procedures.  Senior Custodians are 
encouraged to communicate their flushing procedures with their building principal.  
Building principals will share the procedures with school staff.  Senior Custodians are to 
contact EH&S or the MPS Plumbing Shop if they have questions about how to best 
implement flushing procedures of if they need flushing logs or signage.  If needed, 
clamps or other devices to hold taps in the open position are available. 

Individual Tap Flushing (Targeted Flushing) 

At school sites where lead levels have been identified at specific taps or in isolated 
areas of a building, individual tap flushing will be performed on those taps only.  
Individual tap flushing generally means that the source of lead is at or near the fixture 
and lead components are not contained in the water main or distribution system.  
Because the source of lead is at or near the fixture, the length of time required for 
flushing is shorter as compared to water main flushing.  The following procedures are 
implemented at sites where individual tap flushing is needed: 

 The taps where individual tap flushing is required are identified in the fixture
inventory and communicated to individual sites by EH&S and the MPS Plumbing
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Shop.  Labels are applied that read “PLEASE RUN WATER UNTIL COOL 
BEFORE DRINKING OR USING!! THANK YOU, CUSTODIAN.”   

 Senior Custodians will identify all taps for flushing on a school floor plan.

 Identified taps are required to be flushed each day that school is in session.

 During periods of normal water use (in school periods), each tap will be run for 2
to 3 minutes in the morning prior to student arrival.  On the first day after school
breaks or holidays, individual taps will be flushed for 15 minutes.

 Midday flushing is required if a tap has been stagnant for the morning period.

 The implementation of individual tap flushing will be performed by the school
custodial personnel.  The Senior Custodian may delegate the flushing of a
specific tap to the staff person where the tap is located.  For example, the Food
Service Coordinator may be required to flush the tap in the kitchen or a teacher
may be required to flush a tap in a classroom.

 Daily flushing will be documented by the Senior Custodian on the MPS Daily
Lead-in-Water Flushing Log and will be available in the Custodian Office
(Appendix D).

 MPS will conduct water sampling in a random and targeted manner to confirm
the effectiveness of the lead in water flushing procedures.

Main Pipe Flushing Program (Building Wide Flushing) 

At school sites where lead in water levels have been identified at multiple locations 
throughout the facility or in a large portion of a facility, main pipe flushing procedures 
are implemented.  Main pipe flushing generally means that the source of lead in the 
water distribution system cannot be easily pin-pointed and may be located in water 
mains and branch lines.  Because the source of lead may be in the distribution lines, the 
length of time required to flush is longer to ensure all water in the system is cleared prior 
to consumption.  The following procedures are implemented at sites where main pipe 
flushing is needed:   

 The sites where main pipe flushing will be implemented are identified by EH&S
and the MPS Plumbing Shop and are communicated to the Senior Custodian.

 Building wide flushing will be performed at identified sites each school day prior
to the scheduled arrival of students.

 School Custodians will flush all general use public taps including taps in
corridors, common areas, cafeterias, gyms, pool areas, locker rooms, staff
lounges and kitchens.  Classroom or office area tap flushing is the responsibility
of the occupant.  Custodians will communicate with staff in these areas about
daily flushing and labels will be installed that read “PLEASE RUN WATER UNTIL
COOL BEFORE DRINKING OR USING!! THANK YOU, CUSTODIAN.”

 Senior Custodians will identify all taps identified for flushing on a school floor plan
and the location of the water main.

 Taps located the furthest away from the water main on each floor of each wing
will be flushed for a minimum of 10 minutes and continue by flushing all general
use taps for 2 minutes.  Classroom or office area taps will be flushed for 2
minutes or until the water is cool.
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 Flushing will start at the furthest taps from the water main and proceed in a
manner leading back to the water main.

 Midday flushing is required if a tap has been stagnant for the morning period.

 Daily flushing will be documented by the Senior Custodian on the MPS Daily
Lead-in-Water Flushing Log and is available in the Custodian Office (Appendix
D).

 MPS will conduct water sampling in a random and targeted manner to confirm
the effectiveness of lead in water flushing procedures




